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BNBuilders Receives 2022 AGC National Safety Award  
 

 
Seattle, WA, April 7, 2022 – BNBuilders was again honored with first place at the 2022 AGC Construction 
Safety Excellence Awards (CSEA) after competing at the AGC National Convention. This is the third time 
BNBuilders has been recognized with this prestigious national award in the last decade. BNB previously 
won in 2013 and 2020. These awards establish BNBuilders as one of the nation’s top general 
contractors for safety performance, occupational health management, and risk control.  BNB also won 
regional AGC awards in both California and Washington.  
  
AGC’s illustrious safety awards program is known for its rigorous selection process, with a 
comprehensive review of a written application and a verbal interview with a panel of judges. The judges 
consisted of professionals from all different areas of the construction industry. AGC is the nation’s top 
organization for construction and contracting professionals, connecting its members with opportunities 
for advocacy, education, career development, and networking. The AGC of America has 89 local and 
state-wide chapters, representing more than 27,000 firms.  
 
Leary Jones, Corporate Safety Director for BNBuilders, states, “I am so proud of our team, and the work 
they have done, to not only develop but maintain the incredible safety culture we have today. We have 
always made it a point to prioritize the safety and health of our team members above all else, and as our 
company grows, we continue to prioritize this message across all regions. A key component to 
maintaining a strong safety culture is making sure that everyone understands their role when it comes to 
safety. Having a strong understanding of how they contribute to safety empowers our crews to make the 
right choices.” 
 
BNBuilders has grown exponentially while maintaining its outstanding safety record.  In the past two 
years, BNBuilders has nearly doubled its overall staff size, from more than 500 to more than 1,000.  In 
the same timeframe, the company’s Safety department has tripled from eight (8) to twenty-five (25) team 
members, to make certain that safety remains a top priority across the company.  
 
Brad Bastian, President & Co-Founder of BNBuilders, states, “It is truly an honor to be nominated and 
receive these safety awards. I have watched our safety team, led by Leary Jones, grow exponentially 
and they have been very successful in prioritizing safety from pre-construction through project 
completion. The culture at BNB is what sets us apart from our competitors and our safety culture is 
second to none. We invest in our safety program from the top down and that level of buy-in allows our 
safety programs to be so successful.” 
 
BNBuilders continues to set a precedent for safety best practices in the construction industry and has 
created numerous safety protocols which have helped ensure a safe and healthy work environment for 
all.  A few of its safety practices include a weekly Safety Coordination meeting with more than 100 
people, and a “Safety Champions” program which allows team members to award an on-the-spot gift 
card to those who go above and beyond to assure safe working conditions.  The company also 
developed protocols and programs to address COVID-related issues, including programs to create 
cohesion amongst individuals working remotely to minimize feelings of loneliness and isolation, and a 
rotational program for offices and trailers to limit contact between team members.   
 



 

About BNBuilders 
Founded in 2000 in Seattle, BNBuilders is a 100% employee-owned general contractor specializing in 
complex projects for clients in the life sciences, education, healthcare, public, and technology sectors. 
They are known for their innovative solutions to highly technical issues, comprehensive preconstruction 
services, passion for sustainable construction practices, and commitment to the communities in which 
they do business. With five offices, 1,000+ employees, and a strong presence in the California, 
Colorado, and Washington construction markets, BNBuilders is a leader and preferred contractor for 
some of the most recognizable and respected companies in the world. For more information, visit 
www.bnbuilders.com.  
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